ENERGISE is a mattress range specially designed for the active individual who needs to wake up feeling fully energised for a demanding day ahead. ENERGISE brings together the best of science and art. The Active NRG layer, featured in each one of the mattress, is a breakthrough technology in sleep science. This layer gives you unsurpassed body contouring so that you get the most energising sleep. The signature aesthetics by Foley Designs, sets the range a class apart, making it the first designer mattress in India.

With ENERGISE you are always READY FOR TOMORROW
Every mattress in the ENERGISE range is built with the innovative ACTIVE NRG layer, exclusive to Duroflex. Active NRG layer is designed in such a way that the pressure across the three zones of the body is distributed optimally leading to the perfect posture alignment, improved circulation and muscle relaxation. The Active Grooves in the NRG layer allow for better air circulation, keeping the mattress fresh and clean. This helps you wake up feeling completely energised.
The QUBE Cell, which is specially engineered by a team of experts at Duroflex, is a breakthrough in the science of sleep. This layer is a unique combination of High Density and High Resilient Foam and has twin benefits. The high density of the foam makes it plush and the high resilience of the foam gives perfect body contouring. The cube structure of the layer enables good air circulation and keeps the mattress fresh and clean.
The PCM or Phase Changing Material is a special material that has been infused in the mattress. PCM regularises the body temperature to recommended levels creating conditions for the deepest, most relaxing sleep.
NRG-40

NRG-40 is a truly state of the art mattress which works in layers to provide rich, energising sleep. This avant-garde mattress uses many breakthrough technologies, specially engineered by sleep scientists at Duroflex to give you the ultimate sleeping experience.

- Most de-stressing sleep due to the pressure-relieving property of Memory Foam which evenly distributes body weight at all its active points.
- 3-Zoned Body Support from the Active NRG layer which allows for optimum pressure distribution, better blood circulation and enhanced muscle relaxation resulting in a deep, enriching sleep.
- Unprecedented back support and body contouring from the exclusive Qube Cell Technology.
- A mattress that holds its shape over time due to the High Resilient Foam used in the QUBE Cell.
- A luxuriously plush mattress due to the Hyper Soft Foam used in the QUBE Cell.
- A mattress that always stays fresh and clean because of the highly breathable QUBE Cell layer used.
- The deepest, most relaxing sleep due to the Phase Changing Material (PCM) infused in the mattress which keeps your body temperature to the recommended level.
- Anti-Stress Technology in the fabric which repels negative ions in the body.

NRG-40 is designed to give you

- Knitted Fabric with Anti-Stress Technology
- Memory Foam with PCM
- Super Soft Foam
- NRG Layer
- Qube Cell
- Jacquard Woven Fabric

EXTRA FIRM MEDIUM SOFT PLUSH 7.5
The NRG-20 is designed to give you:

- Most de-stressing sleep due to the pressure-relieving property of Memory Foam which evenly distributes body weight and also gives a plush feel.
- 3-Zoned Body Support from the Active NRG layer which allows for optimum pressure distribution, better blood circulation and enhanced muscle relaxation resulting in deep, enriching sleep.
- Ultimate body contouring and perfect sleep posture made possible by the multiple Pocket Springs.
- Uninterrupted Sleep as the Pocket Springs work hard to prevent motion transfer on the mattress which means that your perfect slumber is not disrupted by other movements on the mattress.
- A mattress that always stays fresh and clean because of the highly breathable Hyper Soft, High Resilient Foam used.
- The deepest, most relaxing sleep due to the Phase Changing Material (PCM) infused in the mattress which keeps your body temperature to the recommended level.
- A mattress that holds its shape over time due to the High Resilient Foam used.
- Anti-Stress Technology in the fabric which repels negative ions in the body.
VELOCITY PLUS

VELOCITY PLUS is a Pocket Spring mattress with a plush Euro Top, giving you a rich, luxurious and energising sleep.

- Optimum back support from the Pocket Springs and an ultra-plush feel from the Euro Top.
- Ultimate body contouring and perfect sleep posture made possible by the multiple Pocket Springs.
- Anti-moisture layer on the其实 Pocket Springs work hard to prevent moisture transfer on the mattress which means that your perfect slumber is not disrupted by other movements on the mattress.
- 3-D Zoned support from the Active NRG layer which allows for optimum pressure distribution, better blood circulation and enhanced muscle relaxation, resulting in deep, enriching sleep.
- Anti-stress Technology infused fabric which repels negative ions in the body.

Quilt Knitted Fabric with Anti Stress Technology
NRC Layer
Super Soft Foam
Pu Foam
Pocket Spring
Pu Foam
Jacquard Woven Fabric
**VELOCITY**

Velocity is a Pocket Spring mattress with a tight top. This mattress has been carefully put together to provide deep, enriching sleep so that you wake up feeling fully energised.

**VELOCITY is designed to give you:**

- Optimum back support from the 3-Zoned Pocket Springs, without compromising on the softness of the mattress.
- Ultimate body contouring and perfect sleep posture made possible by the compact array of multiple Pocket Springs.
- Uninterrupted sleep as the Pocket Springs work hard to prevent motion transfer on the mattress, which means that your perfect slumber is not disrupted by other movements on the mattress.
- 3-Zoned Body Support from the Active NRG layer which allows for optimum pressure distribution, better blood circulation and enhanced muscle relaxation resulting in deep, enriching sleep.
- Anti-stress Technology in the fabric which repels negative ions in the body.

---

**Specifications:**

- Pocket Spring
- 3-Zone Pocket Spring
- Reinforced System
- Quilt Knitted Fabric with Anti Stress Technology
- SMS Layer
- Anti-Stress Fabric
- PU Foam
- Jacquard Woven Fabric
- Zero Motion Transfer
Endure is a Bonnell Spring mattress with a plush pillow top, making it a true delight to sleep on. This mattress helps you wake up feeling fully energized and ready to endure the demands of the day.

Endure is designed to give you:
- Ultimate back support and body contouring from the unique combination of Bonnell Spring and Active NRG layer.
- 3-Zoned Body Support from the Active NRG layer which allows for optimum pressure distribution, better blood circulation and enhanced muscle relaxation resulting in deep, enriching sleep.
- A mattress that always stays fresh and clean because of the Active Grooves in the NRG layer that allows for better air circulation.
- Anti-Stress Technology infused fabric which repels negative ions in the body.
Revive is a Euro Top mattress that combines the natural goodness of a High Density Coir with the innovative Active NRG layer so that you wake up fully revived and energised.

Revive is designed to give you:

- The best back support from the unique combination of High Density Coir and Active NRG layer.
- 3-Zoned Body Support from the Active NRG layer which allows for optimum pressure distribution, better blood circulation and enhanced muscle relaxation, resulting in deep, enriching sleep.
- A mattress that stands the test of time due to the unique combination of alternate High Density Coir and Foam Core.
- A mattress that always stays fresh and clean because of the Active Grooves in the NRG layer that allows for better air circulation.
- Anti-Stress Technology infused fabric which repels negative ions in the body.
EVOKE is a Bonnell Spring mattress, which has been put together especially for those who seek superior back support and a firmer feel to the mattress.

EVOKE is designed to give you:

• Superior back support from the unique combination of Bonnell Spring and Active NRG layer.
• 3-Zoned Body Support from the Active NRG layer which allows for optimum pressure distribution, better blood circulation and enhanced muscle relaxation, resulting in deep, enriching sleep.
• A mattress that always stays fresh and clean because of the Active Grooves in the NRG layer that allows for better air circulation.
• Anti-Stress Technology infused fabric which repels negative ions in the body.
Energise Range of Mattresses is not just innovative from the inside but also from the outside. ENERGISSE is the first ever designer mattress in India. It comes with signature aesthetics, specially designed by the world renowned Foley Designs. The signature patterns and colour palette on the mattress has been conceptualized thematically keeping fitness and energy in mind.
Recharge is a tight top mattress that combines the natural goodness of High Density Coir with the innovative Active NRG layer, so that you wake up fully recharged and energised.

Recharge is designed to give you:

- The best back support from the unique combination of High Density Coir and Active NRG layer.
- 3-Zoned Body Support from the Active NRG layer which allows for optimum pressure distribution, better blood circulation and enhanced muscle relaxation, resulting in deep, enriching sleep.
- A mattress that stands the test of time due to the unique combination of alternate High Density Coir and Foam Core.
- A mattress that always stays fresh and clean because of the Active Grooves in the NRG layer that allows for better air circulation.
Active uses the goodness of the Active NRG layer to provide the best sleep experience so that you wake up feeling active and energised.

Active is designed to give you:
- Unsurpassed back support and body contouring from the 3-Zoned Active NRG layer.
- 3-Zoned Body Support from the Active NRG layer which allows for optimum pressure distribution, better blood circulation and enhanced muscle relaxation, resulting in deep, enriching sleep.
- A mattress that always stays fresh and clean because of the Active Grooves in the NRG layer that allow for better air circulation.
ENERGISE
Range of Mattresses